Introduction
Mobile devices, especially mobile phones, have become an attribute of almost everybody. They provide the new ways of accessing knowledge, co-operating with others and are used as a new media for open and distance learning [1, 2] . The quality of distant learning depends not only on the quality of learning materials and methods, but as well on tools and communication used, e.g. mobile devices [3] . SMS messaging is one of the most popular mobile services. According to worldwide statistics, over a billion of SMS messages are sent daily. So, it is crucial that the keypad, as one of the main components of humancomputer interface of mobile devices, is natural and friendly.
In 2003, ETSI, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute, published the first version of standard [4] for letters, digits and special characters, covering the official languages of the European Union (EU), European Free Trade Association (EFTA) members, Russia, as well as countries with applicant status for EU at that time. The main issues of the standard was repertoire of characters, including letters of alphabet for languages, covered by the standard, their sorting and layout on the 12-key keypad of mobile devices. In 2007, the second version of the standard mentioned above was developed [5] . Its rationale was described in the papers [6; 7] . The standard was considerably extended to cover other major languages, spoken in Europe, including the official languages, minority languages and immigrants' languages. The principles of character layout remain the same as in the first version of the standard.
Before that and till now, mobile phones have also been produced with a slightly different character layout for languages, based on Latin script. So, it is reasonable to compare these two layouts.
This research has been partly carried under the framework of the project "Science for Business and Society" (Project number: VP2-1.4--03-K-01-019).
Two variants of key assignment
There are two widespread variants of key assignments on 12-key keypad of mobile devices for languages using Latin script. They differ in sequence of characters, obtained by multiple pressing of the same key with short time interval. The characters appear in the following sequence (Variant 1 and Variant 2).
Variant 1:
Basic Latin letters; Digit; Other Latin letters from the alphabet of a particular native language and letters of some foreign languages.
Variant 2:
Alphabet letters of particular native language; Digit; Letters of some foreign languages. The first variant is defined by the ETSI standards; the second variant is used in mobile phones, produced by Nokia. As an example, let us give the assignments for three languages, two Baltic and one Slavic (Table 1): 1. Lithuanian, with moderate number of letters, distinguished from the basic Latin alphabet (letters QWX are not used, and 9 extra letters are used:
2. Latvian, with greater differences from the basic Latin alphabet (QWXY are not used, and 13 extra letters 3. Polish (V is not used, and 9 extra letters are used:
Properties of two variants
Let us examine the differences of the two variants of key assignment in more detail according three properties:
1. Digit inside the letter sequence. According to the variant 1, digits are included inside the sequences of native letters on some keys (on 6 keys (2, 3, 4, 7, 8, and 9) for Lithuanian, on 8 keys for Latvian, and on 6 keys (2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 9) for Polish). According to the variant 2, all the digits go after letters of native alphabet.
A digit inside the letter sequence may be considered as a separator. In the variant 1 it splits the sequence of native letters, assigned to one key, into two parts: those are inside the basic Latin and those are outside of the basic Latin, usually letters with diacritics. In the variant 2, the digit separates native letters from the foreign letters.
Splitting sequence of native letters into two parts by form (without diacritics and with diacritics) is unnatural from the user's point of view. Splitting all letters into native and foreign is natural and desirable. This is in favour of the variant 2. Letters, which are deviated from natural order, are shown in bold typeface. Deleting them from the sequence will restore the alphabetic order of remaining letters.
In the variant 2, letters on all keys are ordered alphabetically.
In the variant 1, for all three languages there is some deviation from the alphabetic order as shown in Table 2 .
All this shows that this property is in favour of variant 2.
Let us note, that there are some proposals [8] to deviate from the alphabetic order on the same key (e.g. reorder ABC to ACB, because the frequency of the letter C is higher than that of B) in order to increase the typing speed. However, in our case deviation from alphabetic order decreases the typing speed, because skipping through digit requires extra key pressing. This is in favour of the variant 2 Total number of letters not in alphabetic order
3. Uniformity of language-independent sequences of letters. In the variant 1, all sequence of basic Latin letters (e. g. ABC, DEF) is the same on any mobile phone, independently of the language.
In the variant 2, such common sequences are found only for some keys (e. g. 5 and 6 for Lithuanian).
Producer vs. user. Let us consider the three properties, discussed above (digit inside the letter sequence, order of letters, and uniformity of languageindependent sequences of letters) from the software/hardware manufacturer's point of view, as well as from the user's point of view. Software/hardware manufacturer will obviously be interested in property 3 (the same production template can be used for many languages), and so will support variant 1. The property 3 may be considered useful only for devices, shared by users who speak different languages. But it is not the case for mobile phones as individual device in its nature. Properties 1 and 2 are both important from the ordinary user's viewpoint, and are in favour for variant 2. If we support an idea that the producer works for user, then it would be reasonable to accept variant 2.
Cultural issues. Mobile phones play an important role in our everyday life. Amount of texts, sent via SMS, is so large that they have considerable influence on our language habits and writing culture. Moving some letters to the secondary, less convenient position imposes an idea that these letters are less important and may be ignored, especially when typing in a hurry or in not convenient conditions, e. g. in a street, on a bus, etc. Similar situation on ignorance of letters with diacritics was observed when typing texts with computer keyboards [9] where letters with diacritics were located on a 'secondary' position (upper key row, on the same keys as digits, on the third level, or accessed by means of dead key).
Public opinion poll
Public opinion poll with two variants of Lithuanian characters assignment on a mobile keypad was organised on the public web site of Lithuanian Language in Information Technologies (http://www.likit.lt). 300 users took part in the poll.
There were 20% of answers in favour of variant 1 (some letters of native language go after digit), and 80% of answers in favour of variant 2 (all letters of native language are sequenced alphabetically before the digit) (Fig. 1) . 
Relation with localisation
A well known rule of software localisation says that properly 'localized software should look and feel, as if it was made for the target language and culture' [10] . The same rule is true not only for software, but for hardware user interfaces as well. Lack of properties 1 and 2 make the layout of characters unnatural in the environment of the particular language. Thus, properties 1 and 2 are essential to support good localisation.
Standards
The variant 1 is defined by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) standards [4; 5] .
The variant 2 may be considered as a de facto proprietary standard. ETSI standard defines two sets of letters for every language: A and B.
All letters of the alphabet of particular language are included in the set A. Letters of some foreign languages are included in the set B.
Both sets of letters for languages using Latin script are presented in Table 3 . Comparing Table 1 and Table 3 , we can see that the number of foreign letters in the variant 2 is greater than this in variant 1. Both layout methods do not restrict the set of letters directly. However, the fact that there are no separator between native letters with diacritics and foreign letters may have some indirect influence to restrict the number of foreign letters. ETSI standard does not present any foreign letters after digits for Lithuanian, Latvian, Polish and some other languages.
According to the standard letters of Cyrillic, Greek, and other scripts, except Latin, and digits on the keys must be placed in such order: set A, digit, set B, i. e. using the second assignment variant.
According to the standard, letters of Latin script and digits on the keys must be placed in such order: basic Latin letters, digit, other letters of a particular language together with letters of some foreign languages, i. e. using the first assignment variant.
Thus the division of letters into two sets (A and B) is ignored, and so we see the contradiction inside the standard itself.
Moreover, the standard insists inequality of languages using Latin script (excluding English) against the languages using other scripts.
In the number of languages (14 of 25 or 56% from Table 3 ), some basic Latin letters are not used as native letters: (Q and W in 10, X and Y in 7, C and K in 2 languages, V in 1 language). Commonly they are used only in foreign names. According to the ETSI standard, they belong to group B for those languages. However, the standard requires that all basic Latin letters, regardless whether they are present in the alphabet of particular language or not, must be allocated before digits, i. e. in the same position as native letters from group A. This is another contradiction in the ETSI standard itself for the majority of languages using Latin script.
The role of letters outside the basic Latin subset
The role of letters outside the basic Latin subset may be evaluated by the number of such letters in the alphabet and their frequency in texts. The number of such letters may be calculated from Table 3 . The frequencies of all such letters in three languages, considered in Table 1 , are as follows: Latvian 12% (calculated ad hoc), Lithuanian 8,5% [11], Polish 7% [12] .
Ranking of letters, according to frequencies of letters in those three languages, is as follows: lv: ISETURN , lt: IASEOTRNUKMLPDVJGB , pl: AIOEZNRWSTCYKDPMUJL .
Blank space in the sequences denotes the place before first non-basic Latin letter.
There are no reliable statistics on letter frequencies of all languages, listed in Table 3 . However, ranking of letters may be found at [13] . So, we use it here.
Some data, related to the role of letters outside the basic Latin for a number of languages, are presented in Table 4 .
The percentage of non-basic Latin letters (column b) against the number of all letters (column a) in the alphabet is presented in the column c.
In the column f, the percentage of the number of basic Latin letters (column e) preceding the first non-basic Latin letter (column d) in the ranked sequence of all letters (column a).
Note that the last Fig. shows the role of non-basic Latin letters in opposite direction: the lower number, the larger role. We can see that the average number of basic letters (group A, according to ETSI standard) with diacritics and other letters, not present in basic Latin, is 8 in 20 European languages using Latin alphabet and varies from 2 (Finish) to 16 (Irish). The first letters in the ranked frequency sequences of all languages belong to the Latin basic subset. However, the first letter from outside of basic Latin (dotless I, Turkish alphabet) appears in the 7th position. In average, these letters appear in the middle (after 49%) of the ranked sequences of the alphabets.
The Fig.s , presented above, show that the role of nonbasic Latin letters is important, and they must be treated truly as basic letters without any restrictions comparing with other letters.
Labels on keys
ETSI standards do not define key labelling. One of good principles of interface design is WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get). Proper labelling excludes uncertainty. Uncertainty avoidance is the first principle of cultural dimensions in Hofstede´s and others intercultural management model [14; 15] .
So, it would be natural to have engraved key labels, course, it is yet another concern for mobile phone producers, but it makes a device more user-friendly. We can see that the number of letters on one key grows up to 6 on 7th (for Latvian) and 9th (for Polish) key. It is natural: these languages have more letters. Average number of native letters is 32 and maximum number is 42 (Table 4) . Thus 6 letters on one key are not so many. In extreme cases, some letters can be moved to a second row (as for example Cyrillic or Greek letters) or can be replaced by some thin surrogate symbol.
Conclusions
Analysis of two variants of key assignments has shown that letter layout for languages, using Latin script on 12-key keypad of mobile devices, where all letters of a particular language are placed before digits, ensures more natural interface between the device and human being than the layout where letters with diacritics are separated from their basic counterparts and moved after digits.
The principle of WYSIWYG may be ensured, placing key labels with all letters, assigned to that key.
There are contradictions in ETSI standard itself, caused by not equal treatment of letters with diacritics and other native letters, and treatment of all letters of basic Latin alphabet as native letters.
Implementation of statements, expressed in paragraphs above, would make the rules of layout more uniform for the languages of various scripts.
Equal treatment of all letters of the alphabet ensures consistency with user's cultural and language environment.
However, all the results and conclusions, presented in the paper, are valid for any Latin script language, using the alphabet with more than 26 letters of basic Latin set. Ill. 1, bibl. 15, tabl. 5 (in English; abstracts in English and Lithuanian). 
